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Abstract
Preserving a Privacy protection policy and security policy is one of the fundamental security requirements for database 
management. A frequent and mostly observed threat to database security is leakage of information in the form of 
database access patterns generated by query executions. Generally network based data management systems are 
secured by making them access protected from unauthorized users. Users of database system accesses data from the 
database in some particular data access pattern. But hiding data access pattern from other persons using same database 
in a network may improve user’s privacy and security of data stored. Making data access pattern unknown to 
unauthorized users needs shuffling of its location in the database. Data shuffling is a process of re-arranging the 
sequence of data elements from an initial permutation into a random arrangement of an arbitrary permutation.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Concept of Shuffling
The data shuffling process is not as prominent or visible in the field of computer algorithms. However, 
shuffling process can be stated as the inverse of sorting, a shuffle is an unsorted function Mechanism of 
sorting places data elements of some sequence into a very specific permutation, whereas the mechanism of 
shuffling arranges the data elements into an ordered permutation of the all possible permutations. The 
Definition of sorting algorithm can be used to formulate a definition for a shuffle algorithm considering 
that a shuffle algorithm is unsort algorithm. Intended unauthorized users of database applications, can 
derive sensitive information about users information stored in database, by analyzing the data access 
patterns.
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The records that are frequently accessed or frequent accesses to “hot” records. Such a security threat is 
observed in the Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) model in which a data owner outsources his database to an 
untrusted third party database service provider. Only encrypting data stored in database does not solve the 
problem entirely, because access Patterns generated also include the frequently  visited addresses and the 
frequency of accesses. Therefore, there has been considerable amount of recent research on algorithms for 
data-oblivious algorithms and storage, which hide data access patterns for  network based  data 
management solutions.

Our proposed system uses the Binar Shuffle Algorithm for shuffling the data locations stored in database 
which ultimately will hide data access patterns from outside world. Binar Shuffle Algorithm is used for 
shuffling bits in the data management process and helps improving privacy and security of database 
system.

1.2 Theoretical Definition of Shuffling
For a given sorted sequence, the probabilistic definition of shuffling is invalid, and vice-versa. Hence the 
probabilistic definition for shuffling is converse of the definition of sorting. 
Shuffling is unworkable to define in the form of an unsort algorithm, the converse definition of sorting with 
the formal definition of sorting using mathematical relations.

1.3 The probabilistic definition of shuffling is: 
Given a sequence S of N records R0, R1, ... , Rn-2, Rn-1 that are arranged in a permutation: p(0)p(1) ... 
p(n-2)p(n-1) [1]. The sequence S is considered as shuffled if for the k possible selection of any two records 
Ri and Rj where i ≠ j, that the probability of Ri ≤ Rj is equal to Ri>Rj for 0 < k ≤ N! [1].

The shuffling process is a random permutation of record(s) in the sequence, thus for the selection of records 
the two relations are equally likely for one, two, three, or many selections.Conversely, sorting is an ordered 
permutation so for two records within the sequence at increasing or decreasing positions, the relation of less 
than and greater than, respectively, it is always probabilistically certain(fixed). This algorithm is not an 
effective shuffle for security purposes, since the output permutations produced by this algorithm are not all 
equally likely and there may exist some dependencies between large number of records that could be 
leaked. Many other existing efficient data-oblivious shuffling methods assign random values to the 
elements of the array and use a data-oblivious algorithm to shuffle the array according to these values.

1.4 Algorithm Synopsis:
For partitioning the data elements into a random organization, the algorithm ‘binar shuffle’ algorithm is 
used, it utilizes the encoding of the data elements, more specifically the bits. Each data element is encoded 
by some arrangement of the bits in particular structure. For each bit, this algorithm places the element in a 
lower sub-array for a 0-bit, or the element in an upper sub-array for a 1-bit, partitioning the array of data 
elements. The sequence of bits for the encoding is the encoding order. However, to shuffle, the bits are 
used to place the data elements in a random arrangement by randomly accessing the bits.

The M-bits of a data element are scheduled by the index position of the bits and the bit value itself. 
Shuffling of the data elements for a given bit within the data elements uses this bit schedule, and a bit 
value. The bit schedule is passed to the binar shuffle as two arrays, one for the specific bit value at an 
index, and the other for the bit position at an index[1][3].

Partitioning for an array of N-data elements into two sub-arrays continues for each bit in the encoding in a 
data element. Thus for an 8-bit array of byte data elements, there are 8·N passes for a given bit schedule to 
shuffle the array [1][3].
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Fig 1.Process of Shuffling.

2. Existing System
Shuffling is the procedure to randomize anything. It applies on playing cards, mathematical example, any 
type of data in database etc. Shuffling is purely a mathematical procedure. In the field of computer science 
many of shuffling algorithms like Fisher-Yates shuffle or Knuth shuffle, Faro shuffle, Binar shuffle are 
used in many applications successfully.The Fisher-Yates shuffle is also called as Knuth shuffle is an 
algorithm developed for generating random shuffle from finite set of elements. As an application specific, 
Fisher-Yates algorithm is used in virtual card gaming with using domain specific data structure.

The Faro shuffle algorithm is basically used for shuffling the playing cards. The faro shuffle algorithm is 
developed in Perl and Python programming languages. Basically Faro algorithm is used in parallel 
computing in computer science.The binar shuffle algorithm was developed in C programming language and 
compiled with GNU C compiler for the PowerPC platform .Currently recursive approach is used in binar 
shuffled applications. The shuffled algorithm randomizes data so that the permutations of the element of
the test set need only be in ordered form.  The Meta Heuristic binar shuffled frog algorithm and genetic 
algorithm uses binar shuffle algorithm for implementation.
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3. Proposed System
Securing data on database through shuffling:
In any type of database, user stores its data of any type like text, PDF files, images etc. Whatever be the 
data stored in database must be secured. The most important issue is to effectively prevent the access of 
unauthorized users. For this purpose to provide additional security shuffling concept can be used.

If we create database for storing any type of application oriented data but very much important information 
like student’s information, bank transaction details, online purchase details etc. Firstly every user must have 
to register its account on database. When any user wants to access its registered account he will have to put 
valid id and password. This id and password and its data is firstly encrypted by using AES algorithm and 
then stored in database. When user logs out its account, all the data in database gets shuffled by using binar 
shuffle algorithm. 

Shuffling process is done on background. The binar shuffling algorithm uses random shuffle function so 
that randomly the latest user’s data is shuffled randomly with any other data. After some time authorized 
user wants that data on database, then after decryption and deshuffling user get its original data. The main 
security aspect is that when any hacker tries to access our database system he can’t do anything because 
firstly data is in encrypted form and then shuffled hence he will have to check every record to access any 
particular record after decrypting that data which is very complicated and tedious task. Rather database 
admin didn’t access data of particular user because he only knows newer locations of shuffled data but data 
is in encrypted form.  

Fig 2. Block diagram of Proposed System.

3.1 Objectives
1. Protect your resources
2. Provide your users safe data transaction. Ensure that the following conditions are in
Place,
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- Accessing user areAutherized
- Unauthorized user cannot alter data (integrity)

4. Conclusions

The binar shuffle is an O(N) linear, universal, recursive and randomized shuffling algorithm. The binar
shuffle utilizes the universal property of the encoding of the data elements for shuffling. The shuffling 
process includes steps like the extraction, exchange, and partitioning of the array into sub arrays. In the 
binar shuffle algorithm organizing an array of data elements into a random permutation uses a bit schedule-
-an index of bit positions, and bit values to.

This paper mainly concentrates on shuffling and access pattern hiding process. Access pattern hiding is 
done by binar shuffle Algorithm. So that there will not be generation of same data access pattern for the 
same data while accessing it for next time. This ultimately will facilitate database system with privacy and 
security.
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